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Our plants fall within the parameters of Industry 4.0 and can be
completely customized according to the production needs.

The continuous dedication and development allow us to give all our
customers an innovative, safe and very versatile product.

Continuous research and development allow us to offer a wide
range of machines for the Food Industry to the market in
compliance with the strictest safety, cleaning and production
regulations.

The automatic dividing and moulding plant is composed as follows:

AUTOMATIC DOUGH FEEDER | It is a machine designed for the fully
automatic loading of the dough into the hopper of the volumetric divider.
This system allows the portioning of the dough in a homogeneous way and
without stressing it, as well as the right amount, inside the hopper. Its
operation involves the cutting of 50 kg of dough, and the constant feeding to
the divider, without creating holes or production stops for reloading the
dough into the hopper. It therefore allows a correct automatic production and
reduces not only the loading time, but also the margin of error/waste of the
divider during the work phase.

VOLUMETRIC DIVIDER | Our volumetric divider SVP/P2 series is the specific
version for dividing large leavened products such as panettone and pandoro.
The divider allows the portioning/dividing of various doughs and with its
completely hydraulic operation in a closed circuit, with heat exchanger, it
does not require oil for its operation – OIL FREE. Our SVP series dividers can
work both in 1 and 2 ways (pieces) thanks to the automatic divider. Fully
customizable through a touch screen, the divider has a cutting range that
reflects a large production field in the panettone industry, and thanks to the
optional E-Recipt it is possible to store your own recipe built and processed
according to the production needs.

AUTOMATIC CHECKWEIGHER | Our automatic checkweigher represents a real
innovation in the production field. This system allows the automation of a
very important phase in the production, that is, the control of the weight of
each single piece. This system works in symbiosis with the divider and
reduces the risk of error by over 98%, this also allows you to always have
every single piece under control and to be sure that each piece weighed and
checked comply with of what is required. The waste of the product takes
place through the inversion of the belt, and is recovered through the basket
placed under the checkweigher. Any product waste can therefore be reused
during the production process and thanks to the combination with our SVP
divider, the weight control system, after verification, can "self-correct" during
the work phase based on the range of set weight thus allowing a complete
automatism of a very delicate phase in the production of large leavened
products.

ROUDING BELT | Our rounder/moulder system gives a spherical and regular
shape to the dough; in this way it will give a regular growth in the leavening
phase. The help of this belt allows the rounding, a very important phase for a
good output of a large leavened product, of various products and thanks to
the several adjustments it is possible to give a more or less soft shaping/
rounding to the product. Its great versatility allows us to offer a unique

product of its kind. In fact, our belt is used both in the artisanal and industrial
fields for the moulding of panettone, pandoro and, thanks to the integrated
moulder, of the colomba. This loaf moulder is an integral part and does not
require disassembly or assembly which could cause production stoppages or
the need of a qualified person for its arrangement. Built with a solid frame in
steel and light aluminium, the moulder is equipped with a special negative
pyramid belt and complete with scrapers for its cleaning. It is possible to
choose whether to work with a classic moulding, with the same direction as
the rounding belt or, if a more "decisive" rounding is required, to work in the
opposite direction to the belt.

AUTOMATIC CENTERING SYSTEM | The automatic product centring system
onto the paper cups. Designed and installed to allow centring of the product
(Panettone) inside the paper cup. This system is integrated with the rounding
belt as, by means of a phasing belt and sensors, the product is automatically
placed onto the paper cup. The fall of the product takes place in a small
space, so as not to stress the product during the leavening phase. This
system is developed for the centring of panettone only, with its various types
of paper cups. Pandoro and colomba are not part of the functioning of this
system, as pandoro requires manual positioning in its mould and colomba
requires positioning of the loaf correctly in the cup.

AUTOMATIC UNSTACKER | Our unstacker represents the most advantageous
and fastest solution to unstack each single paper cup automatically. Its
operation, completely pneumatic, provides for the handling of various types
of cups for ex. low type panettone; high, according to the production needs.
The unstacker is equipped with various types of storages that are automatic
gripping systems of the cup, and are built according to your working needs
(paper cup of 500 - 750 - 1000 gr etc.). The grab of cups is picked up
automatically by means of vacuum cups. The combination of the unstacker
with the automatic centring system allows the final and complete
automation of our dividing and moulding line for large leavened products.


